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ROTTING FLESH EFFECT  
 Drag the blood brush onto the desktop (p-i-b_blood.abr) 
 Open the files:  harmathy, skull, eyeball, haunted house  
 Paste the skull onto the Harmathy picture.  Use the move tool to position it, and reduce opacity to see 
Mr. Harmathy underneath.  Image menu / transform / distort to resize the skull to fit Mr. Harmathy’s 
head dimensions.   When done, bring opacity of skull layer back to 100% 

 
 
-switch layers so that the skull is on bottom and Mr. Harmathy’s face is on top  
-With the eraser tool, choose the rough-edged chalk (#23, ~200 pixels size) and 
erase parts of Mr. Harmathy’s flesh so the skull shows through: 

  
-Make sure the top (Harmathy) layer is selected. 
-In the “Artworks and Effects” layer, choose “Layer Styles” and select as shown below (Layer Styles, 
Bevels and Simple Emboss): and click “Apply.”  If you click on the fx symbol in the layers palette, you 
open the “layer styles” window and you can change the intensity of the effect:  
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-as mentioned, to exaggerate the effect, double-click on the layer styles symbol (fx) as shown 

  
  
-this brings up the Style Settings window where you can: 
1) increase the bevel effect 
2) add a slight drop-shadow and 
3) activate “stroke” to add a fringe of blood.  But keep size low and 
bring the opacity down ~50% (as shown on right) 
Right-click on the Harmathy face layer and choose “simplify” 
 
Create a new layer and add blood splatters by using the brush tool, load the blood brush and paint away! 
-insert the eyeball!!!!!!  AND  Insert a spooky background 
Other touch ups: -For spooky background (choose filter menu / render / difference clouds) and invert it.  
-sharpen face and adjust levels (face and skull) as needed or use dodge tool to brighten parts of skull 
showing through (not teeth) 
    
 


